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• Variation by type 
of library








• Variation by type 
of library
• Variation by age







• Bibliographies and catalogs
Types of Sources:
• Bibliographies and catalogs
• Indexes and databases
Types of Sources:
• Bibliographies and catalogs
• Indexes and databases
• Encyclopedias
Types of Sources:
• Bibliographies and catalogs
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• Bibliographies and catalogs























Reference Interview Knowledge & Expertise
Putting it all together …
The right source for 

































Because you can’t answer the question until you 







• Inviting the question
Reference Behaviors










• Inviting the question
• Active listening
Reference Behaviors








• Inviting the question
• Active listening
• Finding the answer
Reference Behaviors
• Inviting the 
question
• Active listening
• Finding the 
answer
• On the first try!
• Report back to patron
Reference Behaviors
• Inviting the question
• Active listening
• Finding the answer
• Following through
Reference Behaviors
• Inviting the 
question
• Active listening




• Does this completely 
answer your question?
• If yes, let patron indicate 
end of transaction







• Strategy = a plan of action 
intended to achieve a 
specific goal
• Tactic = action or procedure 




Taking a known item and 
finding others like it General to Specific:
Finding an overview and 
selecting items or concepts
within that
The Search Strategy
Break question down into key concepts:
The Search Strategy
Break question down into key concepts:
“I would like information on Paul Simon”
The Search Strategy
Break question down into key concepts:













- Clarify if necessary
- Know your library
- Know your town
- Know who to ask
Types of Questions:
Bibliographical:
- Requires a bit more 
questioning
- May involve searching locally 
or regionally
- May become another type of 
service in the process
Types of Questions:
Factual and Informational:














• Go over homework assignments
• Reference Sources, Part 1
